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Introduction 

 
 
 
 

Background to the problem: 
 
I have always been more inspired by the creative process of an artist rather the final 

painting, the whole ritual which is going on inside the studio while using the photograph 

as a tool to construct and correct the painting; however, I always have this question about 

photographs is it just tool for the artist to support their process and how artist incorporate 

the medium of photography as references for their creative process. In this contemporary 

time where everything is rapidly moving fast and most of the artists choose the method to 

get quick information and many detailed materials to support their creative process, the for 

sure photograph does the quite good job. It cut more than half of expenses by comparing 

to those huge classic studios of painters which were filled with models and props but what 

are the other benefits photograph provide to the artist and how it effect on artist creative 

process. I always believe that during the process photograph does affect the artist's initial 

context and style and selections are not just mere coincidences there must be a cognitive 

process is evolved which also helps the artist to a selection of photographs for his/her final 

painting. 

 
 
 
Problem Statement: 
 
The purpose of your study is to investigate how various painters utilize the medium of 

photography within their creative process. I will observe the various artists' creative 

practices the ones who are using a photograph as tool to build their painting within their 



studio and what are the strategies they are using to select their references for the painting. 

I’m more concerned about the artist’s references, strategies to exploit the photograph and 

cognitive process to decide on the references rather than their final painting. The problem 

is most artist’s focus on painting the final product rather than the making of a painting and 

once the following task is done references and process is unobserved by the majority of 

painters. I’m interested in investigating what are the other benefits of the photographic 

reference and how it affects to improve /change the artist context. 

 

Questions related to the problem 

1. Artist creative process 

2. Photography medium as tool in creative process 

3. Strategy and Decision making while doing the practice 

4. Selection of the reference to produce the art work 

5. Cognitive factors to select the reference  

6. What is photography?  

7. How professional painter use photograph as tool to support their art work? 

8. How armature artist use photograph to produce the art work? 

9. How an image works? 

 

 

Theoretical Frameworks: 

The theoretical frameworks of my research are revolving around the practice and process 

of the artist who incorporates the photographs as a reference or tool to construct the 

painting. Along with this, I am also trying to observe the other effects of photographs on 



artist context and strategies while making of the painting. How artists selection of the 

reference happens and how the cognitive process is involved to select the desirable 

photograph. This research also seeks what is photograph beside just a tool. Is there a 

specific theory or theorists that have greatly influenced you ar any model of investigation 

that you may be inspired by? 

 

Significance of the study: 

As this research is about the creative process of the artist, I think along with my own clarity 

this study can also help other artists who are using the photographs to construct a painting. 

It can also help someone who also wants to understand the artist’s process of making the 

painting by using the photograph. As this study is about the photographic reference and 

cognitive process to select the reference it can also help me with my own creative practice 

which is also deal with the multiple layers of the found photographic reference. 

Literature Review 

  

Framework: creative process, strategy and decision making; 

 

In order to understand the effective cognitive, behavioral and contextual factors related to 

art-making, Mary-Anne Mace & Tony Ward in Modeling the Creative Process (2002) in 

this paper says which Is based on the qualitative research method, where the experiment is 

being conducted with various visual artist, to better understand the artist creative process. 

this study is restricted to the analysis of the artist's creative process, that how the artists 

work in the studio and what are the conceptual aspects of the creative process, in this study 

16 visuals artist painters, photographers, sculptors, printmakers participated to get better 



understand the artist creative process, during this analysis they have noticed that the 

professional or experienced artist mostly solved their issues with the ideas during the 

process of the making of artwork and somehow they can predict the work is going to be 

success or failures, in the physical environment of the studio mostly artists came up with 

new solutions for the problems which affected their context during making the artwork, 

however, these changes are different from the basic research done by the artist before 

starting the artwork. It comes out that the development of personal aesthetics and the major 

theme of the work was directly influenced personal experiences and already existed 

concerns of the artist for desirable outcomes. This study also came up with this conclusion 

the decision making in the process of making art is very curial. Because if the decision is 

not taken by the individual when they are needs to be, art work can be reversed to the initial 

phase by supporting this perspective interesting fact happened where some artist finished 

their work in a few days or week and some took 8 months to complete it. This study also 

observed one the possibility of how new ideas generate, where it says if the work reversed 

to the initial stage, there is the possibility of new idea/concept or strategy will come out to 

correct the mistakes. This part really helped me to understand how artworks which are done 

in different time connect with each other and make a single body of work; where the Study 

also observed that constantly being affected by the current ideas and history of that idea 

artist mostly came up with new works which connect with past and future projects. Another 

interesting was observed which was related to the reference and its manipulation that 

typically artist use the sketches to reform the basic reference into their own style to fill the 

gaps in the desirable ideas. However, an idea of single artwork may go through in cycle 

multiple times in various artworks before moving to next work in this cycle decision 



making, experimenting, and problem-solving process effect all phases of development of 

the work of art (Mary-Anne	Mace	&	Tony	Ward-2002)	

 

Framework: Photograph’s association with memory and physical world; 

With the intention of knowing more about photography, I found this rich source written by 

Sontag, Susan, On photography. New York (1977). This paper has rich references and 

explanations about photography and its interaction with a human , as it explains the various 

use of photography and how photography has been used as evidence as documentation of 

the family, historical events. In this article, it gives a perspective that these photographs 

which we take these frames are the miniatures of the large scale physical world we are 

living in, the way these frames freeze and crop the moment from our life photographs 

themselves cropped, retreated and get reduced. The way human always used to collect 

various things in this article it also expresses the same thing toward the photographs that 

to it is like collecting the world by taking the photographs of the world, however, we are 

surrounded by many other moving visuals which come across to us by tv programs, flicker, 

and so many others but these frozen moments in form of the images carry its own value 

within them because this paper is written in 1977 and the digital form of the photographs 

wasn’t in common use it gives this perspective that photographs are considered as cheap 

and lightweight fragile objects which is easy to carry with you. The author says also 

because of this photographs have this essential quality to freeze the moment it is taken as 

something is written about a person without words, small homemade visual like painting, 

an event which can be experienced by someone else who wasn’t even there at that time, 

this part really helped me to clear my perspective way an artist needs a solid reference 

proof to correct mistakes in his painting in this paper author says Photographs contains 



evidence of something happened something we heard and don’t yet believe or the doubt 

that requires evidence, the image with clarity of scene fills these doubts. The interesting 

fact is this article say about memory and cognition that a picture still exists even the event 

is over and it will be there to tiger your memory with sort of immortal frozen moment, 

allowing the individual to renew the information, memory simulation and new relation with 

it on entirely different time different place which allow you to create a new nostalgia by 

looking at your own self as object.	(Sontag,	Susan	1977) 

 

Framework: multiple layers of meaning in image and how image works; 

To understand how an image works and how meaning gets into the image Roland Barthes 

in Image-Music-Text (2012) writes about the spectral analysis of the image, in this article 

he explains that how an image carries the multiple meaning in it by saying this statement 

that words are Polysemus but the image is more polysemous which mean an image is 

carrying multiple-meaning within it. He says an image can express multiple messages 

which mare language can not justify. To understand the mechanism of how image work he 

takes an advertisement of the Tanzania pasta dinners because advertisements have a 

preconceived idea and carefully constructed to serve a function to target the audience so it 

will be easy to explain, he explains denoted and connoted messages in the image, in this 

image where pasta packets inside the net along with fresh tomatoes and fresh pepper to 

show to evoke the freshness of the pasta and placing the pasta beside these natural 

vegetables to evoke the feeling all things in this image is natural and fresh. He says the 

selection of the colors for instance yellow green red to show the Italian culture and with 

this whole composition and they are presented its triggers process of the cognition. For 

more explanation, he said however there is no necessary direction connection between the 



actual object and photograph of the objects but there is a certain connection within them 

which is analogical and it helps the viewer to connect the memory in a certain way where 

the viewer can relate this image to those classic Italian still life oil paintings and 

psychologically relate this image to the history of Italian food ( Roland Barthes, Image-

Music-Text)    

 

Framework: painting and photography; 

Scharf, A, witres in Painting, Photography, and the Image of Movement (1962) that 19th 

century It was most important for art because it was obsessed with the scientific accuracy 

and this obsession which invested in a visual generator machine that could challenge the 

time and all those respected forms of art with simplicity and quickly and it is considered 

that photograph/image carry the part of the art. The author also writes the reaction of the 

artist of that time who were against the camera accept this fact that they believed that they 

doing completely representation of nature it wasn’t, they didn’t copy nature with that detail 

which camera can do. The author also says that a photograph not just a perfect copy of 

nature but its also provide necessary tone, perspective, and composition for painting and 

later on artist use the photography not only to make paintings but also using them to analyze 

and fix the errors in painting,.A then writes about the case of Gericault’s painting of the 

derby 1821, Duhousset has pointed this possibility that we can sight the conventional errors 

with in the paintings can be highlighted with the help of the photograph. The author also 

mentions the different perspective the case of the degas who start Using the photograph as 

a tool to construct the painting, degas considered as first of who expressed what change 

photograph can bring to the process of making the painting and it could be used as a 

positive tool to learn what a painter must avoid while using the photograph. From the 



selective work of degassing it can be seen in his several painting of his where a photograph 

is used as a strategy, the characters in his paintings and creative way to paint them from 

photograph show decision making of an artist and they are carefully constructed. By 

utilizing the photograph and degas work have cinematic characteristics rather than 

conventional appearance and this quality of his work have been criticized.. (Scharf, A, 1962). 

 

Framework: Artist and photography; 

To understand the relation between artist and photography I come across with Newhall, B 

article where writes in Photography and the Artist. Parnassus (1934) that the discovery of 

photography has effected artists surprisingly, he writes this probably this study which is 

done with the help of camera more likely disappointed the artists but the revolution begin 

with this mechanical but realistic standard elevated the publics perspective. The other point 

he raised that most artists think photograph as debasement toward their art and its 

considered as anti-art compare to their creative approach. However, the author says there 

is nothing shocking or new in photography and he thinks it’s just a modification. When he 

explained from the past centuries artist has been using the other form of the camera which 

called camera obscua which more likely to work when an image is projected on a screen 

in a dark room or dark chamber. He writes further that Leonardo describes a similar 

machine that can help an artist to see both the virtual image and drawing board the same 

time by setting the order of the prism and that’s how camera licida is developed. To explain 

more author writes that same kind of the mechanical devices is also used by the Durer 

which helps the artist to record the drawing which was called as drawing screen, however, 

these are different from the modern camera but they were serving a function to help artists 

vision to accomplish the difficult task and translating the three-dimensional objects into 



the two-dimensional surface and after perfection, in this device another element also was 

explored for instance exposure to light, colors. He writes an image created by using the 

action of light by Nciphore Niepce is considered the first photograph which follows a kind 

of similar process which has been used for the printmaking technique. To express further 

relation between artist and photograph author writes early experiments were done by the 

Mande Daguerre and he was a trained painter. He further writes that artist was more likely 

liked the reproductions of the paintings and engravings by taking photographs of them at 

that time mostly photographers were from the field of art and most prominent among them 

is David Qctavius hill and his absolute photography of the portraits still remain amazing 

examples. By adding an experimental photograph artist, writer speak about Rejlander who 

created single frame by using multiple negatives, the example of rejlanders work Two 

Paths of Life at Manchester exhibition at 1857 prove that photograph can be taken as 

absolute art work due to its amazing quality of and feel of classical painting. Later on, 

rejlander set an example for the artist that the camera can be useful for the artists. (Newhall, 

B. 1934). 

 

Framework: like or dislike in order selection and rejection; 

To understand the selection and rejection of the references for creative practice I come 

across with this journal by Zhihong Li, Yanhui Wang, & Fanjun Meng, they write in their 

journal ‘Aesthetic Cognitive Module Theory’: A Core Structure (2018) about the 

perspective to understand the esthetics and cognition by start with Plato's perspective of 

beauty where writers start with a common example that flowers are beautiful everyone 

knows that and if we ask the question why flowers are beautiful the answers will come 

across it is a beauty which makes them feel pleasing, why flowers are beautiful writers 



explain so far human don’t know have a solid explanation about it that why they like 

something or what actually beauty is even this topic has been difficult for esthetics 

researchers from two thousand years and yet they have a solid statement which can define 

the beauty. Due to the complexity of the topic writers made this point that many researchers 

have given up to search the solid reason for it because it wast possibilities but then during 

twentieth-century analytical philosophy become important. The research also says that 

Plato’s approach is not enough to cover this topic due to it doesn’t work with practical life 

but with the perspective of Immanuel Kant, this topic can be approached by the process 

and principles of the aesthetics in the subject. The interesting point in this journal which 

says now it is considered that cognition aesthetics is equal to the ability to perceive and 

taste of the judgment and its called aesthetics cognition, while Kant purposed if we consider 

the beauty within things aesthetics pleasure can’t be active, but it can be sorted out when 

an individual use aesthetic cognition to perceive the certain object or subject that will 

trigger the aesthetic pleasure. However the perceptions of the individuals In actual life 

toward certain objects which they call beauty, that perception then becomes beautiful, and 

then it is considered beautiful. 

In the case of cognitive activity, the subject is the primary focus during the act while 

objective features come secondary and this is why individuals consider why beautiful 

things are beautiful. Writers further explain how or why some objects beautiful and others 

not, is it the nature of the things where people's aesthetics pleasure are depends on, because 

of some certain limitation Kant couldn’t able to answer all the questions. 

Emotion aesthetics and perception of the aesthetics are difficult to described by the 

philosophical concept but with the cognitive science and its intense intuition about the brain 



structure and principles of operating systems, this is much clear the understanding of the 

cognitive processes, like attention, perception, imaginative, emotion and thinking. These 

approaches provide us the actual scientific bases which were established by Kant. (Zhihong 

Li, Yanhui Wang, & Fanjun Meng. 2018) 

Great. but for this chapter the reviews need to be further condensed and to-the-point. 

 

Methodology 

 

 

Design of the study: 

My research is about to investigate how do artists utilize or incorporate the medium of 

photography within their creative process. During this study, I will analyze the artist’s 

process of how she/he used a photographic reference to construct the work in their studio 

and observe how the artist is working with the one or multiple photographs to construct the 

single painting. This study is divided into two phases, I to interview and analyze the 

professional artist’s process and II phase interview and analyze the armature artist’s 

process and compare them. 

 
I - Phase: 
 
I will observe 2 professional painters' creative process while they were working in their 

studio they will be from Lahore. After observing their practice I will interview them about 

their process of making and how they select their references for final painting. In these 

questions, I will try to observe how photograph as a reference can affect the artist's creative 

process and what are the strategies used by artists with their reference while working in 



their studios. I will also analyze one of the paintings from their recent work to see how 

much their recent strategy with reference is similar to their old practice.   Think about 

ethical considerations. how have you gained consent? are there certain limitations i.e. 

you being present, that would change the outcome? 

  
II- Phase: 
 
I will observe and interview an armature artist who works with photographers and make 

his painting, questions will be the same which were asked from the professional painters 

to observe the differences and similarities in the creative process and compare the results 

with the professional painters. 

Questions will be used for interviews 

● How do you choose the photographic reference for your painting? 

● When you started using photograph as reference in your painting? 

● What are the sources you use to select the reference? 

● What do you think what is a photograph to you?  

● Do you use one reference to construct your painting or you use multiple 

references on single work? 

● Do you ever feel that you tend to gravitate towards similar kinds of reference 

images? If so, why? 

● What kind of images do you usually gravitate towards? 

● Is there stage in your practice when you decide not to use the reference image but 

rather work with the memory of the image? 

● Have you ever felt that reference affected your initial context? Positive or 

negative? 



● How do you follow the reference is it in parts or whole image? 

● Have you ever thought that you references can be part of the final display? 

● How many times you correct your mistakes in your painting with help of 

photograph? 

 

 
 
Sources will be used to collect the data 
 
 
Primary Source: 
 
Interviews 

Experiments 

 
Secondary Source: 
 
Books 
 
Articles and journals 
  
Online videos  
 
Online audio books 
   
Online images 

 

 

Findings  

Primary source: Is this an observation? about whom? be clear 

Due to most of the people have a camera in their cell phone its very common for everyone 

to take the picture every day, most of the artists also take pictures as a sample for their 



creative process because the photograph has this quality of quickly capturing the moment 

with maximum detail. Sometimes artists decide the place and location to do for the shoot 

and gather the materials for their new work, my case artist also goes for trips to take the 

maximum pictures of his series of paintings. He who?considers it as raw material for his 

process, after taking the numbers of the picture he comes back to his studio and looks at 

them to find the desirable compositions, characters, and lights in the collected references. 

It's very common to take to start the new work when the artist found the fancy image she 

or he is looking for they immediately start their work, The photographs helps mostly artist 

to imagine the final outcome and much easy to make the decision for the process. 

Sometimes artists create the whole scene or character by hiring the models and putting 

props work also to capture the preconceive idea they had for their work. It is very common 

for the painters who use the photograph as a primary reference they mostly consider the 

photograph as a basic support tool for their practice. Some times a reference painted 

multiple times in different forms at different times by the same artist to be completely 

resolved. It is very natural that painting can be done by using the parts from reference and 

parts from memory to achieve the desired quality. After doing that process photograph can 

be used to correct those mistakes which were done by the artist during the process. 

(Appendix-A)    

 
 
 
Secondary source: 
be more specific? who what where when? 

Artists work can be change through times most of the cases and common perspective of 

peoples says when the artist get mature with her or his practice works gets much abstract 

but during this study case of R.M.Naeem is different, it's also possible that artists work 



runs in the cycle from realistic approach to idealistic and then again realistic. The early 

practice also can come back in parts even after ten years and it also can be possible that 

most of the artists are unaware of it. Sometimes work is done by ten years ago comes in 

colors form or maybe early life experiences also can be part of the work, this evolution 

happens at very minor levels, and due to it happens in different times with new forms its 

hard to even notice by the artists. It's not all the times when artist use their own references 

to paint the picture, nowadays the common use of internet and large scale interaction with 

thousands of paintings from the net, artists from Pakistan these days commonly appropriate 

the paintings from western art, the majority are classic paintings because of the art history 

subjects in Pakistan mostly start with the western art. (Appendix-B)  

  
 

Conclusion  
 
During this study, I have come up with this conclusion that photograph does help a lot of 

artist’s creative practice and it did from the very start when invention of the photography 

happened. It’s clear that reference does affect the artist's practice and it leads the artist from 

one idea to another. When the artist comes up with an idea in most cases they are not sure 

about the whole picture they thought, but with the help of the photograph, they make solid 

decisions in their practice. By making the mistakes during the process artist mostly artist 

didn’t aware of the mistakes but doing a comparison of the work with their references they 

point the mistakes and correct faults in the whole picture, in most cases when artist are 

using the multiple images for single painting artist break down the information from 

different photographs and combine them into one single frame. Mostly artists not are aware 

of the cognitive process which happened during the selection of the photographs. The 



current selection of the photograph contains small portions or elements of the other visuals 

which they have an encounter with before in their life. With the case of the Zahid mayo he 

is painting the crowds more than five years and he selects his reference by photographing 

them but when he starts the selection of the reference. He mostly selects the multiple 

references and he takes the small portions from each photograph to make his painting. As 

he says he festinated with characters within these photographs but not sure about why these 

characters appeal to him. The other case of R.M.Naeem where he talks about his work that 

they are inspired by common peoples in society and everything around him but he didn’t 

much talk about the signs and symbols he used in work. the fact is Naeem was a cinema 

and sign broad painter in his early learning’s where signs and sharp colors are very 

commonly used. With his recent show ‘Revisit’ that happened at Sanat Karachi on 8th 

January 2019 along with his all work “In the absence” painting stands out to be different 

from the rest of all because of his sharp yellow color of the painting. That specific yellow 

color is mostly used in the signboards due to its bright effect. This  also can be considered 

that probably the color choice in this particular work comes from his cinema times practice. 

Furthermore, I have learned to know that no matter how much an artist is sure about his 

work that what is selecting for painting there are always multiple layers that artists are 

unaware, no matter how solid defined reference artist has selected she/he always make the 

spontaneous acts during the process which were trigger by the reference or artists own 

memory. 

 
photography also becomes the tool or the method of archiving data… this is something that 
can be explored 
 
 
Further plan for future research: 



 
During this study, I have realized that I have to take more interviews and experiments to 

come up for solid reasons. I’m much concerned about doing some experiments with the 

artist by giving them a wide range of the images and ask them to select few numbers from 

them and doing this process for 5 times minimum to understand more about the selection, 

during this study I have also realized that my own practice is more about the appropriation 

rather than call it just reference I might include few already existed paintings from history 

with my experiments to see how many artists are inspired from the classical painting due 

to the internet nowadays artist have seen a large amount of classical western paintings 

during their basic learning’s. good but think about the criteria or scale of measurement. on 

what basis will you be the judge? what will be te parameters of this experiment. 

Limitations? 
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Appendix-A 

.  
Interview with Zahid Mayo 

Zahid mayo Born in 1987 in Alipur Chatha he is trained as a painter, he completed his BFA 

from National College of arts in 2012, currently, he is living and working at Lahore. In this 

interview, Zahid speaks about his process and the making of the painting. Zahid speaks 

about his process in this interview where he said he starts it by taking images with his 

camera and from his cell phone. He rarely does sketches these days because he thinks 

pictures are a more convenient and quick way to capture the moment. Sometimes he 

decides a place to go and take the picture as he went to Sindh last year on a trip to take the 

pictures for his upcoming show and took them thousands of picture there. He considered 

these pictures as raw material for his painting. And then he looks at all those pictures all 

the time to find the ideal characters within them and sometimes he is fascinated about the 

compositions which caught his fancy. In most cases, he seeks the natural pattern in the 

crowds. When he found the desirable pattern in one image then he stops looking for more 

and just starts painting with that image. He does further alteration with the photographs 

during the painting. Zahid found this is an easy way for him to make a painting. Sometimes 

he does imagine the whole picture in his mind/ thought and then he asks the model to do 

modeling for him. Like in his recent show which happened in Sanat art Gallery Karachi 

those were all came in his mind like rough ideas, and then he hired models and gave them 

the props and took pictures for his painting. While explaining other starting of his selection 

the image for work Zahid said sometimes he selects photographs unconsciously without 



thinking on them and start working on them and later on he makes the story. Zahid said he 

more fascinate with these unconscious acts in his practice. Before coming to Nca he used 

to collect the photographs of the actor, actress, and models from newspapers and t\drew 

them in my sketchbook. He started taking his own photographs from 2012 and the ear of 

BFA at NCA. He is mostly using multiple photographs to constrict the single painting 

sometime he uses this single frame its completely depends on the photograph he said. He 

considered photographs just as a supportive tool to make the final work for his painting. 

He said in few cases he painted a painting which had similar characteristics like classical 

oil paintings has the most recent he painted is Adam o Mulkeshan from his Beganiyan 

Mortan ( someone else’s pictures). Zahid said he is fascinated about the crowds from the 

start that’s why most of his paintings have crowds within them. The major role of the 

photograph in my painting is just as draft he finishes the rest of the painting with his 

memory he said. His selected reference changes the basic context of his painting all the 

time and he allows them to happen because Zahid thinks its natural part of his work. he 

corrects his paintings all the time sometimes after a few weeks and sometimes even after 

year or two. 

 
Appendix-B 

 
R.M.Naeem’s work analysis 
 
R.M.Naeem born in 1968 at Mirpur Khas Sindh, he did his BFA from the National College 

of Arts Lahore in 1993 currently he is also teaching at the same college, Naeem is living 

and working at Lahore. Naeem at Early life worked as cinema painter then went to National 

College of Arts Lahore for B.F.A, living at Lahore and teaching at NCA, Naeems early 

work is slightly different from the contemporary work visually, in his early work he had 



much idealistic approach to construct the visuals, but his recent work where he is painting 

realistic figures with stylized backgrounds, this approach of his leads the work to very 

surrealistic space with real people in them, this work of his much relate-able to his early 

tainting as cinema painter. He speaks with “Speak your heart with Samina peerzada” about 

his interview that his basic training was as a cinema painter. As the nature of the cinema 

art where mostly cinema painters use heroes and heroines by using the stills from films, 

Naeem has also used photography medium as a basic tool from his early learning’s to 

construct the large scale cinema posters and his contemporary work also reflect similar 

strategy of his using photograph as reference to paint his painting. (Peerzada Samina, Jan 27, 

2019) 

His recent show at Sanat art gallery Karachi Naeems approach is very realistic, where she 

writes his realistic approach of nude figurative drawings, perspectives; backgrounds and folds 

of cloths are very much detailed.( Alvares, Jovita January 11, 2019) 

 



 

it is very common with the artist who uses the photograph as a reference they all most 

likely also use the classic paintings as a reference in their lifetime, the same case is with 

Naeem in this article where Jovita Alvares mentions the representation of the biblical scene 

of Adam and Eve (figure#4) where Naeem has used a historical representation of adam and 

eve originally done by Albrecht Durer in 1525, by making prominent the upper body of a 

female and lower body of male Naeem have used the same treatment what he does with his 

other reference where he takes a desirable portion from a photograph and paints it with the 

flat backgrounds and foregrounds. This Adam and Eve work of Naeem is very different 

from the rest of his paintings from the show, due to its different treatment, which is visually 

not connected with his treatment of reference but conceptually it does. Along with these 

changes artists also have used very sharp yellow color in the background which indicates 

the early practice as cinema painter where usually sharp and bright colors have been used 

to create a vibrant mood. 

An individual artwork can return to an earlier developmental phase. In addition, new 

artwork ideas may arise at any stage in the process.(Mary-Anne Mace & Tony Ward(2002). 

 



In the interview with Samina Peerzada,( Jan27, 2019) Naeem also mentioned that they have 

also worked as a signboard painter and mostly his recent works also have signs and symbols 

within them which also reflect apart from his early practice as signboard painter. 

 

 


